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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system for applying a makeup and/or beauty care formu 
lation may include a container and a makeup and/or beauty 
care formulation contained in the container. The makeup 
and/or beauty care formulation may have a thermal pro?le 
having a melting peak With a Width at mid-height, Lf, of less 
than or equal to 10° C. The system may further include an 
applicator device for applying the makeup and/or beauty 
care formulation, and a heating member con?gured to raise 
the temperature of the formulation, before, during, or after 
application of the formulation, above the formulation’s 
melting point. 
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SYSTEM FOR APPLYING A MAKEUP AND/ OR 
BEAUTY CARE FORMULATION 

[0001] This application claims the bene?t of priority under 
35 U.S.C. § 119(e) of US. provisional application No. 
60/486,913, ?led Jul. 15, 2003. 

[0002] The present invention relates to a system for apply 
ing a makeup and/or beauty care formulation. For example, 
the invention relates to a system for applying a makeup 
and/or beauty care formulation to keratinous materials, for 
example, the eyelashes and/or the eyebroWs. 

[0003] In the ?eld of mascara formulations, formulations 
that may sometimes be referred to as curling mascaras are 
intended to be applied While cold. Formulations of this type, 
for example, formulations based on hard Waxes and stretch 
polymers, are described in EP 0 928 607. With such formu 
lations, the lash curling effect may sometimes be deemed 
insuf?cient. Moreover, the durability over time of the curling 
effect may be less than optimal. 

[0004] One knoWn formulation is disclosed in patent 
application WO 00/74519, Which discloses curling proper 
ties obtained using organic gel-forming agents to replace all 
or part of the Waxes in the formulation. Experience has 
shoWn that the results obtained in terms of curling effect may 
be disappointing. 

[0005] Various types of devices sometimes referred to as 
“eyelash curlers” are also knoWn. In one type of device, the 
device is con?gured in the form of a clamp used in a cold 
condition prior to applying a makeup. The device grips the 
eyelashes and imparts a curl thereto before applying the 
makeup. This process may be very aWkWard to carry out, 
and the results may be poor in terms of the degree of curl 
obtained and the durability of the curling effect obtained. 
This type of device may also be used after applying the 
product. Experience indicates, hoWever, that the quality of 
the application is impaired by this subsequent lash-shaping 
process. 

[0006] In a second type of device, the device is con?gured 
in the form of a clamp or a brush, Which may be heated. 
Curling of the eyelashes With a device of this kind in 
combination With a conventional mascara formulation may 
be carried out either before applying the makeup, in Which 
case the curling effect is substantially imperceptible after the 
cosmetic is applied, or after applying the makeup, in Which 
case a portion of the mascara coat is likely to be removed 
and/or impaired. Some examples of devices of this type are 
disclosed in patent application EP-A1-0 848 920, and in US. 
Pat. Nos. 5,853,010 and 6,009,884. 

[0007] Us. Pat. No. 5,775,344 discloses a packaging and 
applicator device for a product for the eyelashes including a 
container holding the formulation to be applied. A cap 
intended to close off an opening of the container is integral 
With a heated rod of Which one end is integral With an 
applicator brush. The Walls of the container are equipped 
With heat facilitating strips for heating the contents of the 
container before the container is opened. After the applicator 
is WithdraWn, the heat emitted by the rod maintains the 
product present on the applicator brush at a higher tempera 
ture. The rod is heated by a heat facilitating strip extending 
over the full length of the rod, including a portion of the rod 
located proximate to a Wiper. As a result, the Wiper must be 
formed of a material intended to Withstand a substantial rise 
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in temperature. Such materials having the necessary heat 
resisting properties may not necessarily be optimiZed in 
terms of their Wiping properties With respect to the rod. 
Furthermore, given that the entirety of the rod is heated, the 
system possesses a large degree of inertia, Which is less than 
optimal from a practical standpoint. Given this large degree 
of inertia, the heat facilitating strip incorporated into the rod 
can at best only maintain the temperature of the formulation, 
Which has been heated by other heating device(s). For 
example, the Walls of the container are equipped With a heat 
facilitating strip intended to heat the formulation before use, 
Which constitutes the principal heating method of the device. 
In addition, this disclosure is Wholly silent With respect to 
the properties, for example thermal properties, of the for 
mulation to be applied by such a device. 

[0008] Mascaras sold in combination With eyelash-curlers 
of the type previously described herein have recently 
appeared on the market. Apart from the draWbacks referred 
to above, the formulations are not thermally stable and their 
viscosity or “bulk” increases considerably after a repeated 
number of heating cycles. In addition, setting of the eye 
lashes in their curled position is a relatively sloW process, 
Which makes the system rather tedious to use. Eyelash 
curlers and mascara sets of this kind have been sold, for 
example, in Japan under the brand name Lash Finity 
Curler® With mascaras bearing the brand name Max Factor 
2000 Calories® N°3, or Stretch N°2®. 

[0009] One subject of the invention relates to providing a 
device for applying a makeup and/or beauty care formula 
tion (e.g., product), for example, to the eyelashes or the 
eyebroWs, Which Wholly or partly resolves at least one of the 
problems discussed above in reference to systems of the 
prior art. 

[0010] Another subject of the invention relates to provid 
ing a device for applying a makeup and/or beauty care 
formulation for keratinous ?bers, for example, the eye 
lashes, Which imparts an effect (e.g., by curling and/or 
lengthening the ?bers) that may be both noticeable and 
long-lasting. A further subject of the invention relates to 
providing a device for applying (e.g., a packaging and 
applicator device) a makeup and/or beauty care formulation 
for keratinous materials that is intended to be heated. 
Another subject of the invention relates to providing a 
makeup and/beauty care formulation having cosmetic prop 
erties that are not signi?cantly impaired as a result of 
repeated use of the device. Yet another subject of the 
invention relates to providing a device that is easier to use 
than certain conventional devices. 

[0011] Although the present invention may obviate one or 
more of the above-mentioned needs, it should be understood 
that some aspects of the invention might not necessarily 
obviate one or more of those needs. 

[0012] In the folloWing description, certain aspects and 
embodiments Will become evident. It should be understood 
that the invention, in its broadest sense, could be practiced 
Without having one or more features of these aspects and 
embodiments. It should be understood that these aspects and 
embodiments are merely exemplary. 

[0013] In one aspect, as embodied and broadly described 
herein, the invention includes a system for applying a 
makeup and/or beauty care formulation. The system may 
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include a container and a makeup and/or beauty care for 
mulation contained in the container. The makeup and/or 
beauty care formulation may have a thermal pro?le having 
a melting peak With a Width at mid-height, Lf, of less than 
or equal to 10° C. The system may further include an 
applicator device for applying the makeup and/or beauty 
care formulation and a heating member con?gured to raise 
the temperature of the formulation, before, during, or after 
application of the formulation, above the formulation’s 
melting point. For example, the heating member may be 
con?gured to raise the temperature of the formulation, 
before, during, or after application of the formulation, above 
or equal to the formulation’s end melting point. 

[0014] According to one aspect, a combination of a 
makeup and/or beauty care formulation having a particular 
thermal pro?le, in conjunction With a tool to facilitate its 
heating before, during or after its application, has been 
shoWn to produce an effect, for example, a curling effect in 
the case of eyelashes, that is both satisfactory in extent and 
durable over time. 

[0015] According to another aspect, formulations having 
such characteristics exhibit the effect of changing from an 
amorphous state (temperature above Pf) to a crystalline state 
(temperature beloW Pf) in a very short time, When heated to 
a temperature above their melting point Pf, and, for example, 
higher than or equal to its end melting point. 

[0016] For example, the heating member may be capable 
of heating the product to be applied to the keratin material, 
to a temperature ranging from 35 to 100° C., and, for 
example, from 40° C. to 80° C. 

[0017] The very small Width of the melting peak may, for 
example, be desired in that it may enable the lashes to be set 
in the curled position as the product cools, Within the time 
period of a feW seconds. 

[0018] As used herein, the term “melting peak” means the 
peak apparent in the thermal pro?le of the formulation 
obtained by DSC, Wherein the melting point Pf is the 
temperature measured at the apex of the melting peak. 

[0019] The melting point of the formulation is measured 
With the aid of a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC), the 
calorimeter sold under the designation DSC 30 by the 
company METLER. A5 to 10 mg sample of product placed 
in a crucible is subjected to a ?rst temperature increase from 
—20° C. to 90° C., at a heating rate of 5° C./minute, then 
cooled from 90° C. to —20° C. at a cooling rate of 5° 
C./minute, and ?nally subjected to a second temperature 
increase from —20° C. to 90° C. at a heating rate of 5° 
C./minute. During the second temperature increase, the 
variation of the difference in the poWer absorbed by the 
empty crucible and by the crucible comprising the product 
sample is measured as a function of temperature. The 
melting point of the compound is the temperature value 
corresponding to the apex of the peak in the curve shoWing 
the variation in absorbed poWer difference versus tempera 
ture. 

[0020] For example, the melting point Pf, of the formula 
tion ranges from 20° C. to 80° C., for example, from 25° C. 
to 75° C., and, further, for example, from 35° C. to 60° C. 

[0021] In yet another aspect, the system may include a kit, 
and the kit may include a device comprising the heating 
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member, Wherein the device comprising the heating member 
is separate from the applicator device. Such a kit may be 
packaged, for example, in a blister pack type. The heating 
member may be of the type such as, for example, the heating 
member disclosed in US. Pat. No. 6,009,884 and/or US. 
Pat. No. 5,853,010. Other devices con?gured in the form of 
a heated clamp (e.g., for use in association With the eye 
lashes) may also be used. Such devices are disclosed, for 
example, in US. Pat. No. 6,220,252. 

[0022] One possible advantage of such a con?guration 
may be the result of the fact that the makeup product can be 
packaged in a conventional, commercially-available pack 
aging and applicator device either (1) in combination With a 
heating device (e. g., When it is intended to be used according 
to some embodiments of the invention), or (2) by itself (e. g., 
When it is intended to be used cold). Depending on the 
application characteristics sought, the user may have the 
option of either using the product cold or heating it to 
achieve a curl that may be both more pronounced and 
longer-lasting. 

[0023] According to yet another aspect, the heating mem 
ber may be associated With at least one of the container and 
the applicator device. For example, the applicator device 
may include an applicating portion comprising the heating 
member. According to some embodiments, the dimensions 
and overall cost of such a device may be substantially 
reduced. In addition, this exemplary con?guration may offer 
the ability to apply the product hot, if desired, and curl the 
lashes at the same time, for example, in a single movement 
With the same tool. The total time to apply the makeup may 
thereby be substantially reduced. According to some exem 
plary embodiments, the applicator device may include an 
applicating portion, Wherein the applicating portion is axi 
ally offset over substantially its full length relative to the 
heating member. 

[0024] In yet another aspect, the applicator device may 
include an applicating portion separate from the heating 
member. 

[0025] According to yet another aspect, for example, as 
disclosed in US. Pat. No. 5,775,344, the heating member 
may be associated With the container itself, for example, 
With the internal Walls of the container. 

[0026] In yet a further aspect, the applicator device may 
include a rod and an applicating portion associated With an 
end of the rod. With the applicator device mounted on the 
container, the applicating portion may contact the formula 
tion inside the container, and the heating member may be 
con?gured so as to avoid signi?cant heating of at least part 
of the rod placed above the formulation inside the container 
prior to the ?rst use of the applicator device. The inertia of 
this exemplary system may be reduced accordingly. 

[0027] According to another aspect, a portion of the rod 
Which is not heated is at a maximum temperature beloW the 
end melting point Tf of the melting peak, for example, beloW 
or equal to the melting point temperature Pf of the formu 
lation. For example, the portion of the rod that is not heated 
to a signi?cant degree may be capable of being placed above 
the formulation inside the container prior to the ?rst use of 
the device. This may be typically the case, for example, 
When the device is oriented in a substantially vertical and 
upright position. The portions of the rod that are not in 
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contact With the product to be heated may not be heated to 
any signi?cant degree and less excess (or no excess) energy 
is Wasted. 

[0028] As used herein, the expression “end melting point 
of the peak” means the temperature at Which 95% of the 
enthalpy of melting is consumed. 

[0029] As used herein, the expression “initial melting 
point of the peak” means the temperature at Which 5% of the 
enthalpy of melting is consumed. 

[0030] According to another aspect, the number of com 
ponent parts of the device subjected to large temperature 
changes may be limited. For example, this may apply to the 
Wiper element, Which, in a con?guration such as that dis 
closed in US. Pat. No. 5,775,344, may be subjected to 
relatively Wide temperature variations, Which calls for the 
use of heat-resistant materials in its manufacture. Such 
heat-resistant materials may not necessarily exhibit the best 
performance in terms of their Wiping action on the applica 
tor. 

[0031] In still a further aspect, the system may include a 
poWer source, Wherein the heating member is associated 
With the poWer source. For example, the poWer source may 
include a direct current source. The poWer source may 
include a battery (e.g., a rechargeable battery), and the 
poWer supply may be rated at either 6 volts or 12 volts. 

[0032] According to a further aspect, the heating member 
may be con?gured to dissipate poWer ranging from one-half 
a Watt to 4 Watts. For example, the heating member may be 
con?gured to dissipate poWer ranging from one-half a Watt 
to 2 Watts (e.g., one-half a Watt to 1 Watt). 

[0033] In still another aspect, the heating member may 
include a heating element comprising a Winding having 
several turns. For example, When the Winding serves as the 
applicating portion, the shape of the Winding’s transverse 
cross-section may be appropriately selected, for example, in 
relation to the desired application characteristics. For 
example, the transverse cross-section of the Winding may be 
circular, square, triangular, hexagonal, or another shape. 

[0034] In yet another aspect, the heating element may 
include a Wire formed of an electrically conductive material 
substantially surrounded by an electrically-insulating and 
heat-conducting material. For example, the electrically con 
ductive material may include hot-formed stainless steel, 
and/or the electrically-insulating and heat-conducting mate 
rial may include one of magnesium oxide and aluminum 
oxide. 

[0035] According to a further aspect, the heating element 
may further comprise an outer protective coating, and the 
outer protective coating may include hot-formed stainless 
steel. 

[0036] In still a further aspect, the heating element may 
de?ne a diameter ranging from three-tenths of a millimeter 
to 1 millimeter. For example, the heating element may de?ne 
a diameter ranging from four-tenths of a millimeter to 
six-tenths of a millimeter. 

[0037] According to a further aspect, the Winding may 
include contiguous turns and/or non-contiguous turns. This 
characteristic may be of interest, for example, When the 
Winding formed by the healing element is also used for 
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applying the product. In effect, the relative arrangement of 
the turns and, for example, their density, may have an impact 
on the application characteristics of the makeup product. 

[0038] In still another aspect, the applicator device may 
include an applicating portion comprising the heating mem 
ber. 

[0039] In yet another aspect, the applicator device may 
include an applicating portion, Wherein the applicating por 
tion is axially offset over substantially its full length relative 
to the heating member. For example, the applicator device 
may include a rod, and the heating member may extend 
substantially from an end of the rod adjacent to the appli 
cating portion to a portion of the rod located substantially at 
or beloW the free surface level of the formulation prior to the 
?rst use of the applicator device, When the container is in a 
substantially vertical position. Thus, the quantity of product 
in direct contact With the heating member may be optimiZed, 
thereby reducing the time required to bring the formulation 
to the required temperature. On the other hand, the Wiper 
element may not be subjected to the rise in temperature. 

[0040] According to still another aspect, the applicating 
portion and the heating member may at least partially 
overlap one another axially. Thus, at least part of the product 
present on the applicating portion may be heated at the same 
time as it is being applied to the eyelashes. Such a con?gu 
ration may provide an advantage by allowing more time for 
the user to Work With the deposited coat of product before it 
reverts to a crystalline state. 

[0041] In yet another aspect, the heating member may 
extend over substantially the full length of the applicating 
portion, and, for example, the evenness of the makeup 
application may be improved. Alternatively, the heating 
member may not extend substantially over the full length of 
the rod. 

[0042] According to a further aspect, the applicator device 
may include an applicating portion comprising an arrange 
ment of bristles held betWeen tWo strands of a tWisted Wire. 
For example, the tWisted Wire may include steel Wire. The 
?bers may be formed of, for example, a material chosen to 
Withstand the temperatures to Which they Will be exposed 
(e.g., certain polyamides may be used). The applicating 
portion bristles may be con?gured, for example, in the form 
of a succession of spirals ?tting at least partially into the 
turns of the Winding formed by the heating element. Thus, 
a conventional spiral brush may be used onto Which the 
helical Winding formed by the heating element may be, for 
example, threaded. The heating element may be suf?ciently 
small so as not to impede application of the product by the 
bristles. 

[0043] According to yet a further aspect, the applicator 
device may include an applicating portion comprising an 
element having at least one surface portion incorporating 
projections con?gured to at least one of facilitate application 
of the formulation and separate eyelashes. For example, the 
projections may de?ne ridges, and/or the heating member 
may extend over at least a portion of the length of the 
applicating portion (e.g., the heating member may extend 
over at least a portion of the length of the applicating portion 
at the surface of the applicating portion). 
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[0044] In yet another aspect, the applicator device may 
include an applicating portion, Wherein the applicating por 
tion comprises a hollow element receiving the heating 
member therein. 

[0045] According to yet another aspect, the heating mem 
ber may take various forms. For example, the heating 
member may include at least one of a bare Wire, an insulated 
Wire resistance, a ?lament lamp, a compressed gas, a heat 
carrying ?uid in circulation, a stored heat-carrying ?uid, a 
rotating and/or reciprocating element intended to heat the 
applicating portion via mechanical friction, a ?lm resistance 
element screening the inner surface of the holloW element, 
and/or any other arrangement, for example, operating on a 
heat-pump principle. 

[0046] In still another aspect, the holloW element may be 
formed of non-oxidiZing metal, plastic, and/or any other 
material having relatively good heat conducting properties. 
The holloW element may include on its outer surface many 
types of features and/or projections (e.g., teeth, bristles, 
ridges, etc.) to facilitate application of the product and/or 
separation of the eyelashes. For example, one or more roWs 
of bristles and/or teeth may extend lengthWise to the appli 
cating portion, and may be provided on the surface of the 
holloW element. For example, roWs of bristles and/or teeth 
may be molded With the holloW element and/or roWs of 
bristles and/or teeth may be ?tted to the holloW element, for 
example, via gluing. 

[0047] In still a further aspect, the holloW element may be 
formed of aluminum and may de?ne a substantially trian 
gular cross-section With ?attened angles. For example, 
extending along each of these angles may be a lengthWise 
groove, Wherein a roW of polyamide bristles may be dis 
posed. In some embodiments (e.g., embodiments incorpo 
rating a holloW element), the applicating portion may be 
intended to be easily disassembled, for example, for replace 
ment and/or cleaning. 

[0048] According to still another aspect, the applicating 
portion may have a con?guration different from those pre 
viously described for applications other than the eyelashes 
and/or the eyebroWs. For example, the applicating portion 
may be con?gured as a brush, a block of open, semi-open, 
or closed-cell foam, a sintered material, and/or any other 
structure chosen to suit the nature and location of the surface 
to be treated and/or to be made up. 

[0049] In still a further aspect, the heating member may be 
associated With a control element, for example, in the form 
of a temperature measuring device and/or a temperature 
indicating device. Such a control element may serve to (1) 
limit the temperature (e.g., via a bi-metal strip); (2) indicate 
the temperature (e.g., via thermochromic elements); and/or 
(3) measure and/or regulate the temperature (e.g., via a 
thermocouple). 
[0050] According to a further aspect, the applicator device 
may include a cap associated With an end of the rod opposite 
the applicating portion, Wherein the cap is con?gured to 
close off an opening of the container When the applicating 
portion is located inside the container. For example, the 
system may include a Wiper element located proximate to 
the opening, Wherein the Wiper member is con?gured to be 
traversed by the applicating portion as the applicating por 
tion is WithdraWn from the container. A Wiper element, for 
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example, may be formed of polyethylene and/or an elasto 
meric material. In some embodiments, the heating member 
may be arranged so that a portion of the rod located at a level 
of the Wiper element When the cap closes off the opening is 
not heated to any signi?cant degree. 

[0051] In still a further aspect, the makeup and/or beauty 
care formulation may be thermally stable. For example, the 
makeup and/or beauty care formulation’s consistency may 
not be signi?cantly altered by the temperature changes to 
Which it is subjected at each use. By virtue of this charac 
teristic, the cosmetic properties of the formulation may not 
be signi?cantly affected betWeen the ?rst and last use. 

[0052] As used herein, the term “thermally stable” formu 
lation is de?ned as one Whose viscosity varies by no more 
than 25% and, for example, no more than 20%, further, for 
example, more than 15%, and even further, for example, no 
more than 10%, after being subjected to a succession of X 
melting/cooling cycles according to the folloWing protocol: 
The formulation is placed in a temperature chamber at 80° 
C. for 2 hours. The formulation is then left to return naturally 
to ambient temperature. Its viscosity is measured after 
completing X cycles. A period of 24 hours is left betWeen 
tWo successive cycles. The viscosity measured after com 
pleting X melting/cooling cycles is compared With that 
measured before the ?rst cycle. 

[0053] For example, X may be equal to 4. Further, for 
example, X may be equal to 8. Further, for example, X may 
be equal to 10. Even further, for example, X may be equal 
to 15. 

[0054] The viscosity readings are taken using an RM 180 
Rheqmat ?tted With MS-r3 or MS-r4 rotor running at 240 
min’ With a 60 HZ poWer supply or at 200 min“1 With a 50 
HZ poWer supply. 

[0055] This characteristic may, for example, be of interest 
When the heating of the formulation takes place inside the 
container holding it. This characteristic may also, for 
example, be of interest by virtue of the residues of product 
Which inevitably remain on the applicator after each appli 
cation. 

[0056] For example, the thermal pro?le of the makeup 
formulation has a melting peak ranging from 10° C. to 90° 
C. The presence of additional “peaks” can be observed on 
the pro?le Which may, for example, be generally of sub 
stantially smaller amplitude and larger Width. 

[0057] For example, the initial melting point TO may be 
greater than or equal to 10° C., for example, greater than or 
equal to 15° C., and, even further, for example, greater than 
or equal to 20° C. In one embodiment, TO ranges from 10° 
C. to 50° C., for example, from 15° C. to 45° C., and, further, 
for example, from 20° C. to 40° C. 

[0058] For example, the end melting point Tf may be less 
than or equal to 90° C., and, for example, less than or equal 
to 80° C., and further, for example, less than or equal to 70° 
C., and, even further, for example, less than or equal to 60° 
C. For example, Tf ranges from 35° C. to 90° C., for 
example, from 35° C. to 80° C., further, for example, from 
40° C. to 70° C., and, even further, for example, from 40° C. 
to 60° C. 

[0059] In one embodiment, the temperature amplitude of 
the melting peak (AT=Tf—TO) ranges from 1° C. to 30° C., 
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and, further, for example, from 2° C. to 25° C., and, even 
further, for example, from 3° C. to 20° C. 

[0060] Further, for example, the Width of the melting peak 
Lf at mid-height ranges from 1° C. to 10° C., further, for 
example, from 15° C. to 8° C., and, even further, for 
example, from 2° C. to 5° C. The mid-height of the melting 
peak can be determined on the basis of half the distance 
betWeen a straight line connecting tWo ?at portions of the 
thermal pro?le on either side of the melting peak and the 
apex of the peak. 

[0061] The formulation disclosed herein can be provided 
in a form chosen from continuous, anhydrous and aqueous 
phase emulsions and dispersions. 

[0062] In some embodiments, the makeup formulation 
may comprise at least one fatty phase comprising at least one 
compound chosen from Waxes, semi-crystalline polymers, 
oils, and oils thickened by at least one structuring agent. 

[0063] For example, the at least one fatty phase comprises 
at least one compound chosen from semi-crystalline poly 
mers With a melting point greater than 20° C. Such semi 
crystalline polymers are described, for example, in Patent 
Application No. FR-A-2 824 267, the disclosure relating to 
the semi-crystalline polymers is incorporated herein by 
reference. 

[0064] As used herein, the term “semi-crystalline poly 
mer” means a polymer comprising a crystalliZable part, a 
pendent crystalliZable chain, or a crystalliZable sequence in 
the polymer skeleton, and an amorphous part in the polymer 
skeleton, and having a ?rst order reversible phase transition 
temperature, With respect to melting (solid-liquid transition). 
When the crystalliZable part is in the form of a crystalliZable 
sequence of the polymer skeleton, the amorphous part of the 
polymer is in the form of an amorphous sequence; the 
semi-crystalline polymer in this case is a sequenced copoly 
mer, for example, chosen from di-block, tri-block and multi 
block copolymers, comprising at least one sequence chosen 
from crystalliZable sequences and amorphous sequences. As 
used herein, the term “sequence” generally means at least 5 
identical repeating patterns. The crystalliZable sequence or 
sequences are then of a different chemical nature from the 
amorphous sequence or sequences. 

[0065] The at least one fatty phase of the formulation can 
also comprise at least one compound chosen from Waxes, 
Which may, for example, be in a minority mixture With a 
semi-crystalline polymer. As used herein, a “Wax” is a 
lipophilic compound, solid at ambient temperature (25° C.), 
With reversible solid-to-liquid phase transition, having a 
melting point greater than or equal to 30° C. and, for 
example, up to 120° C. In bringing the Wax to the liquid state 
(melting), it is possible to render it miscible With oils and to 
form a microscopically homogeneous mixture, but When the 
temperature of the mixture is brought to ambient tempera 
ture, the Wax is recrystalliZed in the oils of the mixture. 

[0066] For example, the Waxes are chosen from at least 
one of olive Waxes obtained by hydrogenation of olive oil 
esteri?ed With stearyl alcohol such as PhytoWax Olive 
18L57, stearic alcohol, stearyl stearate, stearyl benZoate, 
ditrimethylol propane tetrastearate, palm butter, LicoWax 
KST Wax by Clariant, ditrimethylol propane tetrabehenate, 
and dioctadecylcarbonate Wax. 
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[0067] The at least one fatty phase can also comprise at 
least one compound chosen from oils. The oils may be 
chosen from at least one of volatile and non-volatile hydro 
carbons and silicone and ?uorine-based oils. 

[0068] The fatty phase can also comprise at least one 
compound chosen from oils thickened by at least one 
structuring agent. The at least one structuring agent may be 
chosen from lipophilic gel-forming agents and organic gel 
forming agents. 

[0069] The formulation can also comprise at least one 
aqueous phase Which can comprise Water. The at least one 
aqueous phase can also comprise at least one thickening 
agent. 

[0070] The formulation can also comprise at least one 
anhydrous phase comprising at least one volatile solvent 
chosen, for example, from silicone, hydrocarbon, and ?uo 
rine-based solvents. 

[0071] The formulation can also comprise at least one 
coloring matter, for example, chosen from poWder-based 
colorants, for example, pigments, fat-soluble colorants, and 
Water-soluble colorants. 

[0072] The formulation can further comprise at least one 
?lm-forming polymer, for example, chosen from Water 
soluble, fat-soluble ?lm-forming polymer and polymers in 
dispersed form. 

[0073] The formulation may also comprise at least one 
additive customarily used in cosmetics, for example, chosen 
from antioxidants, preservatives, perfumes, neutraliZers, 
plasticiZers, and active cosmetic agents such as, emollients, 
moisturiZers, vitamins, and sunscreens. The at least one 
additive can, for example, be present in the formulation 
disclosed herein in an amount ranging from 0.01 to 15% by 
Weight, relative to the total Weight of the formulation. 

[0074] According to another aspect, a person skilled in the 
art may take care in selecting any supplementary additives 
and/or the quantity thereof in a manner such that the 
advantageous properties of the formulation are not substan 
tially impaired by the addition envisaged, and such that the 
thermal pro?le of the formulation remains as de?ned above. 

[0075] In still another aspect, the formulation may be 
manufactured by knoWn processes generally used in the ?eld 
of cosmetics. 

[0076] In yet another aspect, the formulation used accord 
ing to some embodiments of the invention may be a makeup 
formulation, a makeup base (e.g., for keratinous ?bers), a 
base-coat, a formulation to be applied over makeup (e.g., a 
top-coat), and/or a formulation for the treatment of kerati 
nous ?bers. For example, the formulation may be mascara. 

[0077] According to yet another aspect, some embodi 
ments of formulation may be used for other applications 
such as, for example, for makeup and/or skincare formula 
tions in Which the application of heat may be bene?cial to 
the ?nished result of the makeup and/or Which facilitates 
application of the product. For example, such formulations 
may include foundation, eye shadoW, lipstick, and/or liner. 

[0078] According to still another aspect, a re?ll may be 
con?gured to be used With the system. The re?ll may include 
a container de?ning an opening and containing the formu 
lation (e.g., a makeup product), and a removable closure 
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closing the opening (e.g., one of a cap (e.g., having a screw 
thread) and a heat-sealed closure). Before use, for example, 
the opening of the re?ll may be closed off by the removable 
closure element. According to some embodiments, When the 
heating element is incorporated into the applicator device, 
the re?ll may be used With a system for applying a formu 
lation (e.g., a packaging and applicator device). In some 
exemplary embodiments, the re?ll may be ?tted With a Wiper 
element arranged in proximity to the opening of the con 
tainer. 

[0079] Aside from the structural and procedural arrange 
ments set forth above, the invention could include a number 
of other arrangements, such as those explained hereinafter. 
It is to be understood, that both the foregoing description and 
the folloWing description are exemplary. 

[0080] The accompanying draWings are incorporated in 
and constitute a part of this speci?cation. The draWings 
illustrate exemplary embodiments of the invention and, 
together With the description, serve to explain some prin 
ciples of the invention. In the draWings, 

[0081] FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective vieW of an 
embodiment of a system for applying a makeup and/or 
beauty care formulation; 

[0082] FIG. 2 is a thermal pro?le obtained by DSC of an 
embodiment of a makeup and/or beauty care formulation; 

[0083] FIG. 3A is a schematic, partial cross-sectional 
vieW of another embodiment of a system; 

[0084] FIG. 3B is a schematic cross-sectional vieW of a 
portion of the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 3A; 

[0085] FIG. 4 is a schematic, partial cross-sectional vieW 
of a portion of a further embodiment of a system; 

[0086] FIG. 5 is a schematic, partial cross-sectional vieW 
of a portion of another embodiment of a system; 

[0087] FIG. 6 is a schematic, partial cross-sectional vieW 
of a portion of a further embodiment of a system; 

[0088] FIG. 7 is a schematic, partial cross-sectional vieW 
of a portion of another embodiment of a system; 

[0089] FIG. 8 is a schematic, partial cross-sectional vieW 
of a portion of a further embodiment of a system; 

[0090] FIG. 9 is a schematic, partial cross-sectional vieW 
of a portion of another embodiment of a system; and 

[0091] FIG. 10 is a schematic perspective vieW of an 
embodiment of a re?ll. 

[0092] Reference Will noW be made in detail to some 
possible embodiments of the invention, examples of Which 
are illustrated in the accompanying draWings. Wherever 
possible, the same reference numbers are used in the draW 
ings and the description to refer to the same or like parts. 

[0093] FIG. 1 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a 
system 1 that includes a packaging and applicator device 
100 for applying a formulation, for example, mascara, and 
a heating member 50 separate from the packaging and 
applicator device 100. The packaging and applicator device 
100 and the heating member 50 may be sold together, for 
example, in the same packaging (e.g., a packaging of a 
blister pack type). The packaging and applicator device 100 
may contain a product, and may be sold separately. 
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[0094] The packaging and applicator device 100 may 
include a container 2 having, for example, a threaded neck 
3, Which may include a free edge de?ning an opening 4. A 
Wiper element 5 may be mounted in the opening 4. The 
applicator device 100 may also include an applicator device 
10 that may incorporate a cap 11 that may be integral With 
a rod 13. One end of the rod 13 may include an applicating 
portion 12 that may be con?gured, for example, in the form 
of an arrangement of ?bers held betWeen the tWo strands of 
a tWisted steel Wire. An inner surface of the cap 11 may be 
threaded so as to engage With, for example, the thread on the 
neck 3. For example, When the applicating portion 12 and 
the rod 13 are disposed inside the container 2, the screW 
thread on the cap 11 engages With the screW thread on the 
neck 3 so that the cap 11 closes off the container opening 4 
in a substantially leak tight-manner. 

[0095] An exemplary embodiment of a formulation held 
inside the container 2 may be as folloWs: 

Semi-crystalline polymer (stearyl polyacrylate) 23.3 g 
Polybutene 11.7 g 
Stearic acid 5.8 g 
Aminopropanediol 0.5 g 
Hydroxyethylcellulose 0.9 g 
Gum arabic 3.45 g 
Triethanolamine 2.4 g 
Pigments 8 g 
Preservatives qs 
Water qsp 100 g 

[0096] A thermal pro?le of this exemplary embodiment is 
given in FIG. 2. As can be seen in FIG. 2, the thermal pro?le 
of the exemplary formulation exhibits a single melting peak. 
The initial melting point T0 is 27.77° C. The end melting 
point Tf is 44.84° C. The temperature amplitude AT is 17.07° 
C. The Width of the melting peak at mid-height Lf is 367° 
C. The melting point of the formulation is 43.56° C. After 15 
melting/cooling cycles according to the protocol described 
above, the variation in viscosity of the formulation is 5.9%. 

[0097] An example of a heating member 50 is described in 
US. Pat. No. 6,009,884. The heating member 50 may 
include a grasping part 51 and a cap 52. A battery may be 
disposed, for example, inside the grasping part 51, and may 
be connected to a heating Wire 53 con?gured in the form of 
a spiral Winding arranged on a rod 54. A sWitch 55 may be 
provided to respectively sWitch on and sWitch off the heating 
member 50. The heating member 50 may include an LED 56 
that may be con?gured to change color to indicate that the 
heating member 50 is at the required temperature and is 
ready for use. The heating member 50 may include a poWer 
supply such as a battery-poWered heating element that is 
rated at, for example, either 6 V or 12 V. The poWer 
dissipation of the heating member 50 may be approximately 
1 Watt, and the heating Wire 53 may be formed from, for 
example, a nickel/chromium alloy. 

[0098] According to some exemplary embodiments, the 
formulation (e.g., mascara) may be applied cold to the 
eyelashes in a conventional manner via the applicating 
portion 12. The lash curling action may be imparted to the 
eyelashes, for example, When the formulation (e.g., product) 
is applied cold (e.g., before the formulation is applied via a 
heating member, such as, for example, heating member 50). 
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After applying the formulation cold, the user may contact 
the heated part 53 of the heating member 50 With the 
eyelashes so as to bring the product coat to a temperature 
higher than the end melting point of the formulation, While 
at the same time asserting a curling action on the eyelashes. 
For example, the formulation may be brought to approxi 
mately 50° C. to 70° C. At this temperature, the formulation 
may be in an amorphous state, and as it cools, for example, 
the formulation may revert to its crystalline state, Which may 
occur rapidly (e. g., very rapidly) by virtue of the narroWness 
of the formulation’s melting peak. The eyelashes may be set 
in the desired recurved con?guration and in a long-lasting 
manner. 

[0099] In the exemplary embodiment depicted in FIGS. 
3A and 3B, the heating member 50 may be directly asso 
ciated With the device for applying the product. The pack 
aging and applicator device 1 may include a container 2 
generally corresponding to, for example, container 2 in FIG. 
1. Ad.c. poWer source 60 may be contained (e.g., implanted) 
Within the cap 11. For example, the poWer source may be in 
the form of a rechargeable battery connected to an electronic 
control arrangement 61. AsWitch in the form of a pushbutton 
55 may be provided to selectively activate and/or deactivate 
the heating element 53 of the applicator device 10. An LED 
may be incorporated into the pushbutton 55 and may change 
color, for example, When the formulation held in the con 
tainer 2 is at the correct temperature. The cap 11 may be 
integral With a rod 13 at the end of Which may be attached 
an applicating portion 12 (e.g., a brush of, for example, the 
tWisted brush type). 

[0100] Some embodiments may include control electron 
ics. The control electronics may be connected to a heating 
element 53 con?gured in the form of, for example, a Wire 
Wound onto the outer surface of the rod 13. The Winding 
may have contiguous turns and may extend substantially 
from the end of the rod 13 adjacent to the applicating portion 
12 to a portion of the rod 13 located substantially at the level 
of the free surface of the formulation (e.g., product) inside 
the container 2 prior to the ?rst use of the applicator device 
10. As Will be explained in greater detail beloW, the part of 
the rod 13 located above, for example, the heating element 
53 (e.g., a spiral Winding) may not be heated to any 
signi?cant degree. This, for example, applies to that portion 
of the rod 13 situated in proximity to the lip of the Wiper 
element 5. 

[0101] As can be seen in the schematic cross-section vieW 
of FIG. 3B, the heating element 53 may include a core 56 
comprising a Wire formed from, for example, hot-formed 
stainless steel approximately one-tenth of a millimeter in 
diameter. The core 56 may be surrounded by an electrical 
insulator 57 that may also be a good conductor of heat. For 
example, the insulator 57 may be formed of a material such 
as magnesium oxide and/or aluminum oxide. The heating 
element 53 may be clad in, for example, a sheath 58 (e.g., 
a stainless steel sheath). An outside diameter of the heating 
element 53 may be, for example, about half a millimeter. A 
heating element of this kind is sold by THERMOCOAX 
under the product reference 2NcNcAc. 

[0102] Wires 62 may pass inside the rod 13 betWeen the 
part Wound onto the rod 13 (e.g., heating element 53) and a 
control circuit 61. The Wires 62 may have a diameter (e.g., 
of about one millimeter) that is substantially larger than the 
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diameter of the heating element 53, for example, so that the 
Wires 62 are not heated to a signi?cant degree on this portion 
of the rod 13. The inertia of the system may be minimiZed. 
By virtue of the absence of signi?cant heating of the rod 13 
in proximity to the Wiper element 5, the Wiper element 5 may 
be formed of a conventional material (e.g., conventional 
Wiper element material). 
[0103] The formulation held inside the container 2 may be 
at least substantially identical to that in other embodiments. 
According to some embodiments (e.g., the embodiment 
shoWn in FIGS. 3A and 3B), the user may activate heating 
of the heating element 53 via the sWitch 55. The heating 
element 53 contacts With the formulation inside the con 
tainer 2 and raises the formulation to a temperature above 
the formulation’s end melting point. For example, the for 
mulation may be heated to approximately 60° C. When the 
desired temperature is reached, the LED on the sWitch 55 
may, for example, turn green. The user may then remove the 
cap 11 (e.g., via unscreWing) and WithdraW the applicator 
device 10 from the container 2. During the WithdraWal 
movement, the applicating portion 12 (e.g., a brush) may be 
Wiped in the conventional manner by the Wiper element 5. 
The heated formulation may then be applied in the conven 
tional manner, for example, by imparting a movement 
intended to curl the eyelashes. As the formulation cools, it 
may revert to the formulation’s crystalline state, Which may 
occur rapidly (e.g., very rapidly) by virtue of, for example, 
the narroWness of the formulation’s melting peak. The 
eyelashes may be set in the desired recurved con?guration 
and in a long-lasting manner. 

[0104] According to some exemplary embodiments, the 
formulation used may exhibit very good thermal stability. In 
effect, the formulation’s consistency may not be adversely 
affected by the change of temperature to Which it is sub 
jected at each heating/cooling cycle. This may result in the 
formulation’s cosmetic properties not being impaired to any 
signi?cant degree in the course of use. The device according 
to some embodiments may be advantageous relative to some 
other embodiments (e.g., the previous embodiment) in that, 
in a single pass using the same device, the product may be 
applied and the eyelashes may be curled in a durable 
manner. 

[0105] FIG. 4 depicts an exemplary embodiment in Which 
the turns of a Winding formed by the heating element 53 may 
be, for example, slotted into the turns formed by the arrange 
ment of bristles on the applicating portion 12 (e.g., a brush), 
and the heating element 53 may extend substantially over 
the full length of the applicating portion 12. The formulation 
(e.g., mascara) may be substantially identical to the formu 
lation described With respect to other embodiments (e. g., the 
previous embodiment). 
[0106] The operation of the device according to the 
embodiment shoWn in FIG. 4 may be substantially identical 
to that of other embodiments (e.g., the previous embodi 
ment), and an advantage may be due, for example, to the 
formulation on the applicating portion 12 continuing to be 
heated as it is being applied to the eyelashes. The user may 
have more time to Work With the applied formulation coat, 
for example, to impart the desired degree of curl to the 
eyelashes. 

[0107] In the exemplary embodiment shoWn in FIG. 5, the 
applicating portion 12 for applying the formulation (e.g., 
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product) may be directly formed by the turns of the Winding 
formed by the heating element 53. This embodiment may be 
a more economical design than some other embodiments 
(e.g., the previous embodiment). The turns of the Winding of 
heating element 53 may be substantially contiguous. In other 
embodiments, for example, as shoWn in FIG. 6, the turns 
may be spaced apart. The choice of such a con?guration may 
be at least partially determined, for example, by the char 
acteristics desired With respect to the deposition of the 
formulation (e.g., mascara) on the eyelashes. 

[0108] In the exemplary embodiment shoWn in FIG. 7, the 
applicating portion 12 may include a cylinder (e.g., a metal 
cylinder) of Which at least part of the periphery may be 
ridged (e.g., perpendicularly to its lengthWise axis). The 
cylinder may be attached, for example, via glue, at an end of 
the rod 13. A heating element 53 may be arranged, for 
example, diametrically opposite to the ridged part of the 
cylinder and may extend substantially over the full length of 
the applicating portion 12. The heating element 53 may be 
mounted in a groove formed lengthWise in the surface of the 
cylinder. On the applicating portion 12, the diameter of the 
heating element 53 may be approximately half a millimeter. 
The Wires 62 connecting the poWer supply circuit 61 to the 
heating element 53 may be approximately 1 millimeter in 
diameter. The heating element 53 may Warm the formulation 
present on the cylinder, and the ridged area of the cylinder 
may serve to apply the formulation to the eyelashes as Well 
as to separate them. 

[0109] In the exemplary embodiment shoWn in FIG. 8, the 
applicating portion 12 may include a holloW cylinder, for 
example, a cylinder formed of stainless steel, that may be 
?tted tightly onto an end of the rod 13. The heating element 
53 may include an electrical resistance, for example, in the 
form of a bare Wire (e.g., an uninsulated Wire), extending 
inside the holloW cylinder substantially over its full length. 
To facilitate heating of the cylinder (e.g., stainless steel 
cylinder), the heating element 53 may be con?gured in a 
spiral so as to be substantially in contact With the internal 
surface of the holloW cylinder. As in at least some other 
embodiments, the Wires 62 on the portion connecting the 
poWer supply to the heating element 53 may have a larger 
diameter so that the rod 13 is not heated to any signi?cant 
degree, and/or so that only the applicating portion 12 is 
heated. The external surface of the cylinder may be ridged, 
and may facilitate application of the formulation (e.g., 
product) and/or separation of the eyelashes. This exemplary 
con?guration may be advantageous in that the heating 
element 53 is neither visible nor accessible, and there may 
be no direct contact With the formulation. The temperature 
of the applicating portion 12 may be uniform. 

[0110] In the exemplary embodiment shoWn in FIG. 9, the 
rod 13 terminates in a holloW part 69 at the bottom of Which 
is disposed a ?lament lamp 53 that may be poWered by dc. 
current (e.g., 5 volts and 115 milliamperes) via the circuit 
61. The poWer rating of the lamp may be 575 milliWatts. For 
example, a lamp marketed by the company ORBITEC® 
under the product reference OR 7153 may be used. Atubular 
element 65 made of, for example, non-oxidiZing metal may 
be forced-?tted into the holloW part 69 of the rod 13, and one 
end of the tubular element 65 extends Well beyond the 
holloW part 69 of the rod 13. At least on the portion located 
outside the rod 13, the Wall of the tubular element 65 may 
be traversed by tWo slots 66 and 67, for example, extending 
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in a spiral manner (e.g., offset by 180°). A tubular insert 64, 
for example, formed of a heat-resistant material and 
intended to receive, for example, a non-bristled end of a 
tWisted core 68 of the applicating portion 12 (e.g., a brush) 
With a light push ?t, may be disposed inside the tubular 
element 65 in proximity to the end inserted into the rod 13. 
The bristled part of the applicating portion 12 may include 
an arrangement of bristles con?gured in the form of a double 
spiral. The pitch of each of the spirals may be substantially 
identical to the pitch of the slots 66 and 67 so that When the 
applicating portion 12 is inserted (e.g., by screWing the 
brush into the tubular element 65), the turns of the bristle 
arrangement on the applicating portion 12 may be located 
inside the slots 66 and 67, and the bristles on the applicating 
portion 12 may emerge at the outside of the tubular element 
65. The non-bristled end of the tWisted core 68 of the 
applicating portion 12 may be engaged, for example, in a 
tightly ?tting manner inside the tubular insert 64. 

[0111] In some exemplary embodiments (e.g., the embodi 
ment shoWn in FIG. 9) the ?lament lamp 53 may generate 
heat in proximity to an end of the tubular element 65, Which 
may be transmitted by conduction to the other end of the 
tubular element 65, enabling the formulation (e.g., product) 
taken up by the bristles of the applicating portion 12 to be 
heated in a suitable manner. As in at least some other 

embodiments, the part of the rod 13 adjacent to the cap 11 
may not be heated to any signi?cant degree. An applicator 
device 10 according to this exemplary embodiment may be 
used in the manner of any tWisted brush, for example, With 
the formulation being heated inside the container 2 before 
the applicator device 10 is WithdraWn, and/or during appli 
cation, and/or after application. According to other exem 
plary embodiments, for example, an applicator device 10 
may be used Without making use of heat. 

[0112] According to a variation of the exemplary embodi 
ment shoWn in FIG. 9, the tubular element 65 may be 
traversed by one or more slots extending lengthWise and 
through Which may emerge one or more lengthWise roWs of 
bristles of the applicating portion 12 (e.g., brush) disposed 
inside the tubular element 65. For example, the tubular 
element 65 may include three slots, for example, spaced 
120° apart from one another. 

[0113] FIG. 10 depicts an exemplary embodiment of a 
re?ll 200 intended to replace, for example, the container 2 of 
a packaging and applicator device 1 (e.g., such as the 
exemplary embodiment shoWn in FIGS. 3A and 3B) after 
the container’s 2 contents have been fully used. The re?ll 
200 may include a container 2 (e.g., including a reservoir) 
containing a formulation (e.g., a makeup and/or beauty care 
formulation), and a rim de?ning an opening 4. The re?ll 200 
may be ?tted With a Wiper element (such as, for example, the 
Wiper element 5 shoWn in FIG. 3A) arranged in proximity 
to the opening 4. A screW thread may be provided on a neck 
3 of the re?ll 200, and the screW thread may be con?gured 
to engage a screW thread formed in the cap 11 of an 
applicator device 10 (e.g., a heated applicator device). 
Before use, the opening 4 of the re?ll 200 may be closed off, 
for example, by a removable closure element 201 that may 
include a heat-sealed strip. 

[0114] The characteristics of the various embodiments 
described above may be combined With one another. 

[0115] Furthermore, siZes of various structural parts and 
materials used to make the above-mentioned parts are illus 
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trative and exemplary only, and one of ordinary skill in the 
art Would recognize that these sizes and materials can be 
changed to produce different effects or desired characteris 
tics. 

[0116] It Will be apparent to those skilled in the art that 
various modi?cations and variations can be made to the 
structure and methodology of the present invention. Thus, it 
should be understood that the invention is not limited to the 
eXamples discussed in the speci?cation. Rather, the present 
invention is intended to cover modi?cations and variations. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A system for applying a makeup and/or beauty care 

formulation, the system comprising: 

a container; 

a makeup and/or beauty care formulation contained in the 
container, 

Wherein the makeup and/or beauty care formulation has a 
thermal pro?le having a melting peak With a Width at 
mid-height, Lf, of less than or equal to 10° C.; 

an applicator device for applying the makeup and/or 
beauty care formulation; and 

a heating member con?gured to raise the temperature of 
the formulation, before, during, or after application of 
the formulation, above the formulation’s melting point. 

2. The system of claim 1, Wherein the heating member is 
con?gured to raise the temperature of the formulation, 
before, during, or after application of the formulation, above 
or equal to the formulation’s end melting point. 

3. The system of claim 1, Wherein the system comprises 
a kit, the kit comprising a device comprising the heating 
member, Wherein the device comprising the heating member 
is separate from the applicator device. 

4. The system of claim 1, Wherein the heating member is 
associated With at least one of the container and the appli 
cator device. 

5. The system of claim 4, Wherein the applicator device 
comprises an applicating portion comprising the heating 
member. 

6. The system of claim 4, Wherein the applicator device 
comprises an applicating portion separate from the heating 
member. 

7. The system of claim 4, Wherein the applicator device 
comprises an applicating portion, Wherein the applicating 
portion is aXially offset over substantially its full length 
relative to the heating member. 

8. The system of claim 7, Wherein the applicator device 
comprises a rod, and Wherein the heating member eXtends 
substantially from an end of the rod adjacent to the appli 
cating portion to a portion of the rod located substantially at 
or beloW the free surface level of the formulation prior to the 
?rst use of the applicator device, When the container is in a 
substantially vertical position. 

9. The system of claim 4, Wherein the applicator device 
comprises an applicating portion, Wherein the applicating 
portion comprises a holloW element receiving the heating 
member therein. 

10. The system of claim 9, Wherein the heating element is 
in the form of a ?lament lamp. 

11. The system of claim 4, Wherein the applicator device 
comprises: 
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a rod; and 

an applicating portion associated With an end of the rod, 

Wherein, With the applicator device mounted on the con 
tainer, the applicating portion contacts the formulation 
inside the container, and Wherein the heating member is 
con?gured so as to avoid signi?cant heating of at least 
part of the rod placed above the formulation inside the 
container prior to the ?rst use of the applicator device. 

12. The system of claim 11, Wherein the applicating 
portion and the heating member at least partially overlap one 
another axially. 

13. The system of claim 12, Wherein the heating member 
eXtends over substantially the full length of the applicating 
portion. 

14. The system of claim 11, Wherein the applicator device 
comprises a cap associated With an end of the rod opposite 
the applicating portion, the cap being con?gured to close off 
an opening of the container When the applicating portion is 
located inside the container. 

15. The system of claim 14, further comprising a Wiper 
element located proximate to the opening, the Wiper member 
being con?gured to be traversed by the applicating portion 
as the applicating portion is WithdraWn from the container. 

16. The system of claim 14, Wherein the heating member 
is arranged so that a portion of the rod located at a level of 
the Wiper element When the cap closes off the opening is not 
heated to any signi?cant degree. 

17. The system of claim 1, further comprising a poWer 
source, Wherein the heating member is associated With the 
poWer source. 

18. The system of claim 17, Wherein the poWer source 
comprises a direct current source. 

19. The system of claim 17, Wherein the poWer source 
comprises a battery. 

20. The system of claim 17, Wherein the poWer source 
comprises a rechargeable battery. 

21. The system of claim 1, Wherein the applicator device 
comprises an applicating portion comprising an element 
having at least one surface portion incorporating projections 
con?gured to at least one of facilitate application of the 
formulation and separate eyelashes. 

22. The system of claim 21, Wherein the projections de?ne 
ridges. 

23. The system of claim 21, Wherein the heating member 
eXtends over at least a portion of the length of the applicating 
portion. 

24. The system of claim 21, Wherein the heating member 
eXtends over at least a portion of the length of the applicating 
portion at the surface of the applicating portion. 

25. The system of claim 1, Wherein the heating member 
is con?gured to dissipate poWer ranging from one-half a 
Watt to 4 Watts. 

26. The system of claim 1, Wherein the heating member 
is con?gured to dissipate poWer ranging from one-half a 
Watt to 2 Watts. 

27. The system of claim 1, Wherein the heating member 
is con?gured to dissipate poWer ranging from one-half a 
Watt to 1 Watt. 

28. The system of claim 1, Wherein the heating member 
comprises a heating element comprising a Winding having 
several turns. 
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29. The system of claim 28, wherein the heating element 
de?nes a diameter ranging from three-tenths of a millimeter 
to 1 millimeter. 

30. The system of claim 28, Wherein the heating element 
de?nes a diameter ranging from four-tenths of a millimeter 
to siX-tenths of a millimeter. 

31. The system of claim 28, Wherein the Winding com 
prises contiguous turns. 

32. The system of claim 28, Wherein the Winding com 
prises non-contiguous turns. 

33. The system of claim 1, Wherein the heating element 
comprises a Wire formed of an electrically conductive mate 
rial substantially surrounded by an electrically-insulating 
and heat-conducting material. 

34. The system of claim 33, Wherein the electrically 
conductive material comprises hot-formed stainless steel. 

35. The system of claim 33, Wherein the electrically 
insulating and heat-conducting material comprises one of 
magnesium oXide and aluminum oxide. 

36. The system of claim 33, Wherein the heating element 
further comprises an outer protective coating. 

37. The system of claim 36, Wherein the outer protective 
coating comprises hot-formed stainless steel. 

38. The system of claim 1, Wherein the applicator device 
comprises an applicating portion comprising an arrangement 
of bristles held betWeen tWo strands of a tWisted Wire. 

39. The system of claim 38, Wherein the tWisted Wire 
comprises steel Wire. 

40. The system of claim 38, Wherein the bristles are 
con?gured in the form of a succession of turns slotted at 
least partially into turns of a Winding formed by the heating 
element. 

41. The system of claim 1, Wherein the formulation is 
thermally stable. 

42. The system of claim 1, Wherein the thermal pro?le of 
the formulation has a melting peak temperature ranging 
from 10° C. to 90° C. 

43. The system of claim 1, Wherein the formulation has an 
initial melting point, T0, of greater than or equal to 10° C. 

44. The system of claim 43, Wherein the formulation has 
an initial melting point, T0, of greater than or equal to 15° 
C. 
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45. The system of claim 44, Wherein the formulation has 
an initial melting point, T0, of greater than or equal to 20° 
C. 

46. The system of claim 1, Wherein the formulation has an 
end melting point, Tf, of less than or equal to 90° C. 

47. The system of claim 44, Wherein the formulation has 
an end melting point, Tf, of less than or equal to 80° C. 

48. The system of claim 47, Wherein the formulation has 
an end melting point, Tf, of less than or equal to 70° C. 

49. The system of claim 48, Wherein the formulation has 
an end melting point, Tf, of less than or equal to 60° C. 

50. The system of claim 1, Wherein the temperature 
amplitude of the melting peak, (AT), ranges from 1° C. to 
30° C. 

51. The system of claim 50, Wherein the temperature 
amplitude of the melting peak, (AT), ranges from 2° C. to 
25° C. 

52. The system of claim 51, Wherein the temperature 
amplitude of the melting peak, (AT), ranges from 3° C. to 
20° C. 

53. The system of claim 1, Wherein the Width of the 
melting peak at mid-height, Lf, ranges from 1° C. to 10° C. 

54. The system of claim 53, Wherein the Width of the 
melting peak at mid-height, Lf, ranges from 15° C. to 8° C. 

55. The system of claim 54, Wherein the Width of the 
melting peak at mid-height, Lf, ranges from 2° C. to 5° C. 

56. The system of claim 1, Wherein the formulation 
comprises at least one fatty phase comprising at least one 
compound chosen from Waxes, semi-crystalline polymers, 
oils, and oils thickened by at least one structuring agent. 

57. The system of claim 56, Wherein the at least one fatty 
phase comprises at least one compound chosen from semi 
crystalline polymers having a melting point over 20° C. 

58. A re?ll con?gured to be used With the system of claim 
4, the re?ll comprising: 

a container de?ning an opening and containing the for 
mulation; and 

a removable closure closing the opening. 
59. The re?ll of claim 58, Wherein the removable closure 

element comprises one of a cap and a heat-sealed closure. 

* * * * * 


